
CODING IN CURRICULUM 

Why and how

should coding be

part of our

curriculum?

How to teach coding ondifferent grades?

How to assess

learning and how to

provide personal

learning paths?

What's the best way

to support our

teachers for coding

skills?

How to inspire

student interest?

?
?



ONLINE MATERIAL 
Digital material is always up to date
and available. You will gain access to
self-learning materials and pre-work
prior to training.

TRAINING 
How do you support learning to code?
What should you take into account?
What kind of practical arrangements
shall you make? Whether our training
is provided online or onsite, it will get
you started using LMaaS effectively. 

CO-TEACHING 
No need to figure it all out by yourself!
Classroom Direct model brings coding
into your classroom. We help, give
practical advice and share ideas. This
experience will enable you to continue
teaching effectively with LMaaS.

CERTIFICATIONS 
You can formalize your skills by
getting certified in LMaaS. As a
certified trainer and teacher you are
entitled to use LMaaS in teaching and
even train others to be trainers,
spreading the high-quality coding
teaching skills cost-effectively.

Learning Material as
a Service (LMaaS) 

Learning modules and hands-
on implementation projects for
primary education grades.  
 
Supports Finnish national
curriculum objectives for
programming and algorithmic
thinking.  
 
Projects are integrated with
subject studies and can be used
for phenomenon-based
learning. 
 
Approved by the Finnish 
Agency for Education.

KEYS TO SUCCESS
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LMaaS STRUCTURE
Modules for school context and extra-curricular
activities such as coding clubs, camps and projects. 



CONTACT US 
info@codeschoolfinland.fi 

tel. +358 44 244 1124 
www.codeschoolfinland.com

Our founders share a passion for wanting
to inspire kids to learn 21st century skills. 
We run code clubs and camps for
children, train teachers to teach coding
and host camps for international visitor
groups. Our teaching material has been
co-created with Finnish schools and is
approved by Finnish National Agency for
Education.  

Leverage Finnish expertise and pedagogy. 

Include coding into curriculum fast and

efficiently.

Offer attractive extra-curricular activities

such as code clubs and camps. 

Grow teacher skills cost-effectively.

INTERESTED?


